CASE STUDY

MAGELLAN FREES SMES FROM WORKDAY
UPDATE TESTING & SHRINKS COSTS BY 70%

Project requirements
Free SMEs from extensive regression
testing

Project results

70%

reduction in testing costs

Mitigate against security risks to protect
data integrity

Provide full audit history of tests executed

80%

reduction in testers
required

4

weeks saved during
update testing

88K

BP and security tests run
annually

“ I’d recommend Kainos Smart to anyone who’s looking to free up resources
from traditional testing, improve testing accuracy, and allow time for
innovation and growth within your organization. ”
Lawrence Berra – Senior Manager of HR Systems

About Magellan Health
Headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona, Magellan Health, Inc., a Fortune 500 company, is a leader in
managing the fastest growing, most complex areas of health, including special populations, complete pharmacy benefits and other specialty areas of healthcare.
Magellan supports innovative ways of accessing better health through technology, while remaining
focused on the critical personal relationships that are necessary to achieve a healthy, vibrant life.
Magellan’s customers include health plans and other managed care organizations, employers,
labor unions, various military and governmental agencies and third-party administrators.

Test automation sought to support strategic priorities
In 2015, Magellan deployed Workday HCM, Benefits and Advanced Compensation. Their existing
HR solution was due for retirement, resulting in stringent project timelines to ensure Workday
was live in time for the company’s annual performance and benefits reviews.
Workday’s rapid deployment and ease of use ensured on-time delivery along with a high level
of adoption across the organization. With Workday 26 and a Payroll deployment on the horizon,
HRIS wanted to create a testing approach to support their plans for growth moving forward.
“Soon after go-live, we went to market in search of a testing solution that would allow us to
reduce manual testing, focus on more strategic work and decrease the number of hands-on
testers involved during update windows.”

Controls established to support self-service
A number of home-grown systems were left behind when Magellan migrated to Workday. As
a result, Workday became their first cloud-based hub for employee information. While this
eliminated data entry admin and saved man-hours, Magellan recognised the need to establish
and validate controls to support company-wide self-service.
Lawrence explains, “Because Workday is administered by SMEs and various stakeholders across
the wider business, it was my job to ensure that adequate controls were in place to support this
kind of agile self-service access.”
Lawrence adds, “In doing my due diligence, it was evident that we needed a testing solution
that effectively allowed us to verify when changes had been made to the configuration. Eager
to protect our investment in Workday, senior leadership realized that we needed a low-effort
solution to testing.”

“ Generating that much savings right after the deployment of a
new product delighted senior leadership. ”

The Impact of Kainos Smart
With deployment testing completed and two Workday updates under their belt, Magellan sought a
testing solution that would reduce manual testing effort, protect the integrity of employee data and
streamline their testing processes.
Smart’s impact at Magellan was immediate. During their first major update using Smart, it trimmed
their testing timeline by 50%, cut testing costs by 70%, and reduced the number of employees
involved in hands-on testing by 80%. Since then, lengthy test-related meetings have also ceased,
data accuracy and security has improved, and SMEs’ time during each Workday update is being
used in more valuable ways.
“It was unanimous that Smart was the best fit,” says Lawrence. “We were extremely impressed with
the fact Smart could automate our testing work, as well as being easy to maintain and update.”

SMEs skip update testing
Magellan introduced Kainos Smart in 2016, prior to the Workday 27 update. Smart’s automation
has dramatically cut Magellan’s testing costs, effort, and time spent on updates. It has also
freed up staff to concentrate on their other HR responsibilities, allowed Magellan to optimize
the nature and impact of the minimal testing SMEs do work on, and given their teams the
bandwidth to capitalise on each update’s new functionality.
“The difference between manually testing Workday 26 and using Smart for Workday 27 was
immense,” Lawrence explains. “The amount of critical but mundane and repetitive testing that
we moved to Smart allowed us to halve the number of employees in the testing group—allowing
our team members more time to focus on work that supports innovation and growth of our
business. Of those remaining members, only a few were fully involved in hands-on testing. And it
reduced our update testing costs by 70%.”
“Generating that much savings right after the deployment of a new product delighted senior
leadership,” adds Lawrence. “What’s more, the additional time allotted to the team has
improved our process for review and adoption of Workday’s new features and functionality
during the major updates.”
Today at Magellan, SMEs contribute to testing only in cases where their functional expertise
adds genuine value, and manual test grids have decreased from 50 lines to 20. “With Smart, we
restructured our testing grid to a more tester-driven one,” says Lawrence. “Smart was handling
all of the higher risk tests using a consistent methodology, so it allowed us to ease up on the
weekly test case scenarios. I told our SMEs ‘Tell me what would you need to test if we were doing
an update? Put that in a grid for me.’ It meant we were working better as a team to test the right
things for each of the SMEs, without needing to make any assumptions.”

“ The Gold Service support team at Kainos have been amazing so

far. They’ve already highlighted some critical tests to what we
were doing already. ”

“They now tell us what is important to them, and we review their tests to decide if we want to build a
script for them moving forward. Smart’s automation and these shorter manual grids have helped us
reduce our total update testing timeline from eight to four weeks, and it has made the testing that
SMEs do contribute to a much more relevant and satisfying experience for them.”

Audit trails instil compliance confidence
Smart has also helped the HRIS team at Magellan to increase business process (BP) test coverage.
Lawrence explains, “Smart helps us to maintain control and ensure accuracy across the system.
Without it, we’d never have the resources to manually check everything that staff can see and do.
Smart is also a great help when it comes to internal and external auditing. With Smart’s full history
and audit trail, we can satisfy audit and compliance at the click of a button.”

Fuelling agility & collaboration
According to Lawrence, the changeover to Smart has enabled the HRIS team to take a step back
and strategize their entire Workday project management process, not just the testing component.
“We’ve been live with Smart for two years now and have since moved to online collaboration, which
has streamlined our efforts even further,” he says. “We set up a project management group in a
tool called Workplace and eliminated our weekly meetings in lieu of online collaboration. For each
test event, we have one kick-off meeting to ensure that everybody is onboard with how the process
will work, but any other meetings are either hosted via chat in Workplace or are just posted as
comments in Workplace.”
In 2018, Magellan upgraded to Smart’s Gold Service offering. With Gold, the testing experts at Kainos
Smart run all of Magellan’s test packs each weekend and provide them with a triaged defect report
on Monday—pinpointing where issues lie in their configuration and the likely culprits to help get
fixes underway faster.
The Gold Service support team at Kainos have been amazing so far,” says Lawrence. “They’ve
already highlighted some critical tests to add to what we were doing already.”
Upgrading to Gold has also further boosted his HRIS team’s ability to stay focused on strategic
initiatives and maximize their investment in Workday.
“Overall, I’d recommend Kainos Smart to Workday clients who want to free up resources, move away
from traditional testing, improve testing accuracy, and allow time for innovation and growth within
their organization,” says Lawrence.

Contact us to find out more about Kainos
Visit: kainosworksmart.com
Email: workdayinfo@kainos.com

